Dream Sheet

Give some thought to your tile project before visiting Tile Outlets of America. Here are some items that will help make your visit more successful. Check the items relevant to you, fill in the blanks and bring your checklist with you to the store and share it with your sales associate.

What space is this tile project for?

Indoors
- Kitchen  □ FLOOR □ WALL □ BACKSPLASH
- Bathroom □ FLOOR □ WALL □ BACKSPLASH
- Living Area □
- Other ________________

Outdoors
- Patio □
- Pool □

What are the dimensions of the space?

Space 1: _____ LENGTH _____ WIDTH
Space 2: _____ LENGTH _____ WIDTH
*always estimate 10% - 25% additional tile

What kind of tile are you considering?

Type:
- CERAMIC
- PORCELAIN
- MOSAICS
- LAMINATE
- TRAVERTINE
- GRANITE
- MARBLE

Format:
- SMALL
- MEDIUM
- LARGE
- RECTANGLE
- VERSAILLES PATTERN
- WALL TILE

Will you need matching accessories?

- Bathroom Items:
  □ SINK
  □ CORNER SHELVES
  □ SOAP DISHES
  □ TOILET BARS

- Mosaics:
  □ FLOOR
  □ WALL
  □ DECORATIVES

- Bullnose
- Sills and Thresholds
- Mosaic:
- Bullnose
- Sills and Thresholds

Will you need a recommendation for an installer?
- Yes □ No □

Will this tile project be a DIY project?
- Yes □ No □

If this is a DIY project, you may need some of the following items to complete your project.

Note: All of these Tile Project Tools are available at Tile Outlets of America stores.

- Thinset/Mortar
- Grout
- Rubber Grout Float
- Grout Gloves
- Sealer
- Trowel
- Margin Trowel
- Sponge
- Wet Tile Saw / Tile Cutter
- Undercut Saw
- Tile Nippers
- Spacers
- Knee Pads
- Cheese Cloth
- Large Bucket
- All-in-one Installation Kits
- Chalk
- Chalk Line
- China Marker Wax Pencil
- Backerboard Tape
- Floor Leveler
- Backerboard
- Screws
- Rubber Mallet
- Mastic
- Tile or Stone Cleaner

Notes:

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

*Attach pictures from Pinterest, Houzz, or magazines which capture what you’re looking to achieve.

**Explore our website for more design ideas.